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Historically, optics and vision have always been closely related. Some of the greatest
scientific minds, such as Isaac Newton, Thomas Young, Hermann von Helmholtz, and
James Clerk Maxwell, have made significant contributions to both disciplines. Not surpris-
ingly, The Institute of Optics has had a long history of vision-related research. The Institute
had an early focus on optometry. (See essay 4 in this volume for the history of this aspect
of the program.) Later Brian O’Brien became interested in the notion that photoreceptors
were optical waveguides. O’Brien built a Styrofoam model of a photoreceptor scaled up
in size to microwave wavelengths. To test the model, he placed it on the balcony at the
back of the fourth floor of B&L and illuminated it with a microwave transmitter in Gavett
Hall. O’Brien also studied color vision with a dual interferometer that could produce 
red-green gratings, and devised a device to test prospective military pilots by observing their
eye movements.

In 1963, Bob Boynton established the Center for Visual Science, and its ties to the
Institute are described in his contribution to this volume. Following Boynton’s departure
from Rochester in 1974, links between vision science and optics faded. Indeed, I was only
dimly aware of the existence of The Institute of Optics when I arrived at Rochester in 1981
and would never have imagined that it would be so central to the development of my aca-
demic career as it ultimately turned out to be. I was attracted to Rochester because of its
unusual focus on vision research, instantiated in the interdepartmental research program,
the Center for Visual Science. Walt Makous, who had just assumed the directorship of the
center a year earlier, and Jim Ison, chairman of the Department of Psychology, had plans
to expand the center, and I was the lucky beneficiary of their visionary recruiting efforts
throughout my early years at Rochester. Peter Lennie and Mary Hayhoe were hired into
the center shortly after my arrival. We formed a nucleus of faculty that ultimately led to a
significant expansion of CVS to twenty-six faculty today in the medical school and the
college.

Though I did not overlap at Rochester with Bob Boynton, I was a graduate student
at UC San Diego, in a vision group started there by Bob in 1974 immediately after he left
Rochester. Bob hired Don MacLeod onto the UCSD faculty, and Don took me on as his
graduate student in 1975. I got to know Bob very well during this period, as he played a
very active role in the education of all the graduate students in the vision lab. Indeed, Bob
even served as a subject in the experiments that led to my Ph.D. We spent long hours
together in a darkened laboratory testing Bob’s vision, and I heard many stories about the
University of Rochester, especially how cold it was. I would not have guessed at the time
that I was just two years from moving to Rochester myself, let alone that I would eventu-
ally inherit the directorship of the center he founded there in 1963.

As a new assistant professor at Rochester laboring under the usual anxieties about
career development and tenure, I was searching for a productive direction for my fledgling
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research program. I thought the role of photoreceptor sampling on human visual resolu-
tion might be an interesting possibility. At the time, thinking of human vision as an array
of spatial filters was very much in vogue, but there had been relatively little work on the
spatial sampling as well as the spatial filtering characteristics of the visual system. The con-
sequences of spatial sampling in man-made imaging systems were already well understood,
and I was keen to learn everything I could about this so that I could apply these same prin-
ciples to the eye. I sought out Brian Thompson, and despite his busy schedule as dean of
engineering, he generously offered me an hour of private tutoring every week. He taught
me much about Fourier optics, sampling theory, and aliasing. Before long I was using his
five-watt argon laser to generate power spectra of photoreceptor mosaic patterns, simulated
on photographic film. The laser was water-cooled and one day I left the water running
after finishing our experiments, which caused a major plumbing problem for the Institute.
I suspect Brian wondered at that point whether it had been a wise decision to give a
psychologist free reign in his laboratory, but he reprimanded me quite politely. The exper-
iments continued and I landed a publication in Science based on this work.

I then began to build an interferometer to study human visual resolution without the
influence of blur by the eye’s optics. My interferometer was an elaboration of instruments
previously developed by John Krauskopf, my postdoctoral mentor at Bell Laboratories, and
Walt Makous in CVS. Measurements with this device suggested that the eye is much more
sensitive to interference fringe contrast than had been shown by the classic results of
Campbell and Green. I had a suspicion that ultimately turned out to be wrong, that their
results were attributable to a contrast artifact in their interference fringes. Brian pointed
me to Nick George, who helped me estimate the contrast of Campbell and Green’s inter-
ference fringes based on the bandwidth of their laser. I learned a lot about interferometry
from both Nick and Brian. The rich technical expertise of The Institute of Optics was
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rapidly becoming an essential cornerstone of my research program, allowing me to conduct
experiments using advanced optical technology that was inaccessible to vision scientists else-
where. I used this new interferometer to demonstrate conclusively for the first time how
the foveal cone mosaic and brain establishes a limit to human visual resolution, showing
that aliasing results when the eye is exposed to interference fringes with spatial frequencies
exceeding the resolution limit.

With the initial photoreceptor sampling work under my belt, I applied for tenure.
Duncan Moore, who was then director of the Institute, was chosen to sit on the review
committee. Duncan, who has always been fascinated by the diversity of eye designs in the
animal kingdom (as he is fascinated by a myriad of topics ranging from science, to engi-
neering, to politics), approached me about my work and offered me a secondary appoint-
ment in The Institute of Optics. This was a wonderful opportunity for me because it gave
me access to the Institute’s graduate students, who came into my laboratory with unpar-
alleled training in optics. I began to teach a graduate course for the Institute, principles of
eye design, Optics 448, that I continue to offer today. Students who studied in both the
Institute and CVS could now acquire a rather unique combination of skills in optics and
vision.

David MacAdam joined the faculty in the Institute following his retirement from
Kodak in 1977 Dave had an international reputation in the field of color vision, especially
in the area of color representation and discrimination. Until his death in 1998. Dave par-
ticipated in our weekly CVS research meetings from time to time, especially when the topic
was color.

Brian Thompson had developed long-standing relationship with the Allyn family of
Welch Allyn, the medical instrument company based in nearby Skaneateles. He persuaded
the patriarch of the Allyn family, Bill Allyn to donate $1.5 million to establish the Allyn
Chair of Medical Optics in the Institute. The Institute asked me to serve on the search
committee to fill the chair and we spent two years at this task. Each year we identified an
outstanding candidate who we felt was likely to accept the chair, only to be turned down
late in the recruiting effort. One of these candidates was Rob Webb, the inventor of the
scanning laser ophthalmoscope, and I was especially disappointed that he did not accept
the position since he would have been another bridge at Rochester between optics and
vision. Much to my surprise, in 1997 Dennis Hall, director of the Institute, offered me the
Allyn Chair. I was very flattered. Not only was this a great honor for me personally, it
signaled the value that the Institute placed on its relationship to vision science. All the same,
I was disappointed to see the chair spent on an internal candidate. While accepting the
chair would have saved the College a good deal of money, it did not bring in new faculty
in the area of biomedical optics. I agreed to accept the chair if Tom LeBlanc, dean of the
College, would provide a junior faculty position in the Institute in medical optics.
Fortunately, Tom agreed, and we ultimately hired Andrew Berger into that position.

The laser interferometer that had been the key instrument in my laboratory since the
early 1980s provided a way to avoid optical blur for sine wave gratings delivered to the
retina, but it did not avoid optical blur for light scattered off the retina. This of course is
the light that must be collected to image the retina. We knew that it was theoretically
possible to image single cells in the retina if only the aberrations of the eye could be
corrected, but no one had succeeded at this so far. I had developed a friendship with Mike
Morris back when we were both assistant professors. Mike had worked with Nick George
at Caltech and joined the Institute at about the same time I joined CVS. Mike and I
teamed up to try to image the retina at high resolution, employing a technique Mike had
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suggested related to stellar speckle interferometry. We co-supervised a graduate student,
Don Miller, who, in 1995, published the first pictures ever of single cone photoreceptors
in the living human eye. This exciting result prompted Junzhong Liang and Don Miller,
as postdoctoral fellows in my laboratory, to build the first adaptive optics system for the
eye that could correct higher order monochromatic aberrations. We now had a new tool
for exploring the living retina at a spatial scale that had never been accessible before.
Austin Roorda and I eventually used this instrument to image all three cone classes in the
human eye, and we continue to use descendants of this instrument today to learn new
things about the diseased as well as the normal eye. The principles of wavefront sensing
and correction moved very quickly into the field of refractive surgery, and are now begin-
ning to change many aspects of vision correction including the design of phoropters, autore-
fractors, contact lenses, intraocular lenses, and spectacles. These exciting developments are
leading to fundamental advances in the fields of ophthalmology, optometry, and vision sci-
ence. There is no doubt that the relationship between The Institute of Optics and the
Center for Visual Science provided the unique environment without which these develop-
ments would never have occurred.

In addition to expanding its relationship to CVS, the Institute is steadily gaining
momentum in the field of biomedical optics, successfully recruiting faculty with interests in
this area such as Andrew Berger, Jim Zavislan, and Jim Feinup. Its new director, Wayne
Knox, is committed to biomedical optics and is forming new relationships with the depart-
ments of ophthalmology and biomedical engineering. These exciting developments origi-
nated with those members of the Institute who were able to look beyond their immediate
scientific discipline and see the potential synergy of optics and vision and more broadly of
optics and biomedicine. I can’t wait to see where this will take us.
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